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Most of the videos are only a few minutes long and could fuel interesting classroom discussions. The facts and figures are updated throughout the
book maintaining cutting edge material. As in previous editions, he presents information in a manner that leads you to arrive at your own
conclusions on crucial ethics questions. Dissemination or sale of any part of this work including on the World Wide Web will destroy the integrity
of the work and is not permitted. Weaving in a vital dose of IT history, the new topics keep the book relevant and can function as either a sole
reference or a supplemental guide for computer ethics courses. Once you're satisfied with your customized book, you will have a print-on-demand
book that can be purchased by students in the same way they purchase other course material. In the Seventh Edition, Quinn provides an impartial
look at the problems technology both solves and creates. The facts and figures are updated throughout the book maintaining cutting edge material.
This movement will make it easier for artists, musicians, and writers to use the Internet as a vehicle for stimulating creativity and enhancing
collaboration. In the Seventh Edition, Quinn provides an impartial look at the problems technology both solves and creates. For more information:
Or.

ISBN 13: 9780134296548
Product Description The New Normal: Evaluating Social and Ethical Concerns in the Information Age New technologies have brought us many
benefits, but they have also raised many social and ethical concerns. The authors view in Ethics for the Information Age is that we ought to
approach every new technology in a thoughtful manner, considering not just its short-term benefits, but also how its long-term use will affect our
lives. A thoughtful response to information technology requires a basic understanding of its history, an awareness of current informationtechnology- related issues, and a familiarity with ethics. In the Seventh Edition, Quinn provides an impartial look at the problems technology both
solves and creates. As in previous editions, he presents information in a manner that leads you to arrive at your own conclusions on crucial ethics
questions. Weaving in a vital dose of IT history, the new topics keep the book relevant and can function as either a sole reference or a
supplemental guide for computer ethics courses. Rented this book for one semester for my computer ethics class in college, it was a perfect fit and
the information and material in the book were very current. The edition was definitely easier to read and understand than previous editions, so it is
a good book for college students as well as people who are interested in ethical dilemmas that arise in the field of information technology. Very
easy to read so you don't have to be a computer expert to understand the book. Renting this book was very convenient, got the book in about two
days and it was in very good condition it seemed new! If you need this book to buy to rent buy it from Amazon because its cheaper than anywhere
else and it comes quickly. As a Computer Science student, I was actually impressed by this book. Admittedly, my expectations were low, but Dr.
Quinn did a relatively good job of covering both the ethical and technical aspects of a variety of relevant topics. The discussions of various ethical
theories did a good job of relating the theories to relevant technical topics, but wasn't as skeptical as I would have liked. Arguments in favor of and
against each theory are listed, but some obviously nonsensical points are given a free pass. A critical reader should have no trouble discerning these
however, so they don't really detract from the book in my mind. Most of the rest of the book is dedicated to a discussion of various ethical dilemas
related to technology, and this portion of the book was really excellent. Quinn did a great job of selecting relevant historical situations and
presenting them in a way that is both comprehensible and correct - a rare thing in texts of this sort. Really the main thing that I felt detracted from
this book was the illustrations. As others have noted, they are excessive and almost exclusively worthless. They're easy enough to ignore, but there
are so many of them that I'm sure they added to the slightly higher than I would expect price. I took the risk of not buying the latest edition which is
totally paying off. I haven't compared to the 6th edition, but I can follow right along in class. The content has some good parts if you are not
familiar with ethics or have never taken a philosophy class. Seems, to me at least, biased against egocentric philosophies. Book Summary: The title
of this book is Ethics for the Information Age 7th Edition and it was written by. This particular edition is in a Paperback format. It was published
by Pearson and has a total of 568 pages in the book. The 10 digit ISBN is 0134296540 and the 13 digit ISBN is 9780134296548. To buy this
book at the lowest price,.
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I took the risk of not buying the latest edition which is totally paying off. The edition was definitely easier to read and understand than previous

editions, so it is a good book for college students as well as people who are interested in ethical dilemmas that arise in the field of information
technology. The authors view in Ethics for the Information Age is that we ought to approach every new technology in a thoughtful manner,
considering not just its short-term benefits, but also how its long-term use will affect our lives. Choose Expedited for fastest shipping! Computer
ethics content reflects the latest developments and has been updated in each section. The content has some good parts if you are not familiar with
ethics or have never taken a philosophy class. New To This Edition Computer ethics content reflects the latest developments and has been
updated in each section. In the Seventh Edition, Quinn provides an impartial look at the problems technology both solves and creates. Weaving in
a vital dose of IT history, the new topics keep the book relevant and can function as either a sole reference or a supplemental guide for computer
ethics courses. Provocative questions raised at the end of every chapter, together with in-class exercises, provide opportunities for students to
express their viewpoints. This movement will make it easier for artists, musicians, and writers to use the Internet as a vehicle for stimulating
creativity and enhancing collaboration. Seller Inventory AAS9780134296548 Book Description Pearson. PearsonChoices products are designed
to give your students more value and flexibility by letting them choose from a variety of text and media formats to best match their learning style and
their budget.
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New To This Edition Computer ethics content reflects the latest developments and has been updated in each section. The work and materials from
this site should never be made available to students except by instructors using the accompanying text in their classes. For more information: Or.
It's fast, it's easy and fewer course materials help minimize costs for your students. For more information: Or. Book Description Pearson Education
USUnited States, 2016. The Seventh Edition adds new coverage of the latest developments in ethics. Custom Library Our library is vast, and it's
all at your fingertips. Book Summary: The title of this book is Ethics for the Information Age 7th Edition and it was written by.
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Weaving in a vital dose of IT history, the new topics keep the book relevant and can function as either a sole reference or a supplemental guide for
computer ethics courses. As others have noted, they are excessive and almost exclusively worthless. In the Seventh Edition, Quinn provides an
impartial look at the problems technology both solves and creates. It's fast, it's easy and fewer course materials help minimize costs for your
students. It's the reason you always get the best out of them. It was published by Pearson and has a total of 568 pages in the book. The content
has some good parts if you are not familiar with ethics or have never taken a philosophy class. Very easy to read so you don't have to be a
computer expert to understand the book. The Seventh Edition adds new coverage of the latest developments in ethics.

